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COURSE DESCRIPTION

RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 2
CON002

This year long course is designed to reinforce and update the concepts and skills obtained in
Construction 1.  The student will be introduced to thermal and sound insulation, interior finish
and trim and alternate forms of building construction.  Residential Masonry fundamental
concepts and skills with the focus on the use of concrete, concrete block and brick used in the
construction of homes are introduced to the class.  The student will plan, prepare, place and
finish projects using masonry skills learned in this course. The course is formulated to coincide
with Nevada state standards established for Residential Construction Technology. 



GENERAL LEARNER OUTCOMES AND SCOPE/SEQUENCE
FOR

CARPENTRY/MASONRY/CONSTRUCTION 2
Upon completion of the  Carpentry/Construction 2 course, a
student will be able to perform the following competencies:

STANDARD COURSE OBJECTIVES SCOPE/SEQUENCE

5.7.1
5.7.3
5.7.3
5.7.4
5.7.2

5.4.1
5.4.2
5.4.3
5.4.4
5.4.5
5.4.6
5.4.7
5.4.8
5.4.9

General Course Objectives:
THERMAL INSULATION;
  1 Define how insulation works and define   
    insulating terms and requirements.
  2 Describe the commonly used insulation    
    materials and state where insulation is  
    placed.
  3 Properly install various types of        
    insulation.
  4 State the purpose of and install vapor   
    retarders.
  5 Explain the need for ventilating a       
    structure and describe types of          
    ventilators and install them.
  6 Define acoustical terms.
INTERIOR WALL and CEILING FINISH;
  1 Describe various kinds, sizes, and uses  
    of gypsum panels.
  2 Describe the kinds and sizes of nails,   
    screws, and adhesives used to attach     
    gypsum panels.
  3 Apply gypsum board to interior walls and 
    ceilings.
  4 Conceal gypsum board fasteners and       
    corner beads.
  5 Reinforce and conceal joints with tape   
    and compound.
  6 Describe and apply various kinds of      
    sheet wall paneling.
  7 Describe and apply various patterns of   
    solid lumber wall paneling.
  8 Describe and apply various types of      
    paint and stain.
  9 Estimate quantities of drywall, drywall  
    accessories, and sheet and board wall    
    paneling, and paint and stain.
 10 Id, layout, and install components of    
    suspended ceiling systems.
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 11 Id, describe their use, and apply        
    interior moldings for ceiling, wall,     
    door, window, and base 
    boards.
 12 Apply strip and plank flooring.
 13 Estimate materials for suspended         
    ceilings, molding, and flooring.
 STAIR FRAMING and FINISH;
  1 Name various stair parts and describe    
    their location and function.
  2 Describe several stairway designs.
  3 Define terms used in stair framing,
  4 Determine the unit rise and unit run of  
    a stairway given the total rise.
  5 Determine the length of a stairwell.
  6 Layout a stair carriage and frame a      
    straightway.
  7 Layout and frame a stairway with a       
    landing.
  8 Layout, dado, and assemble a housed-     
    stringer staircase.
  9 Apply finish to the stair body of open   
    and closed staircases.
 10 Install a post-to-balustrade from floor  
    to balcony on the open end of a          
    staircase.
DECKS;
  1 Describe the construction of and kinds   
    of materials used in decks.
  2 Layout and install footings, supporting  
    posts, girders, and joists for decks.
  3 Apply decking in the recommended manner  
    and install flashing, for exposed decks, 
    against the wall.
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 CABINETS and COUNTERTOPS;
 1 State the sizes and describe the          
   construction of typical base and wall     
   cabinet units.
 2 Install manufactured cabinets.
 3 Construct, laminate, and install a        
   counter top.
 4 Id cabinet doors and drawers according to 
   the type of construction and method of    
   installation.
 5 Id overlay, lipped, and flush cabinet     
   doors and proper drawer construction.
 6 Apply cabinet hinges, pulls, and door     
   catches.
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GENERAL LEARNER OUTCOMES AND SCOPE/SEQUENCE
FOR

MASONRY/CONSTRUCTION 2
Upon completion of the Masonry/Construction 2 course, a student
will be able to perform the following competencies:
STANDARD                 COURSE OBJECTIVES         SCOPE/SEQUENCE

 

4.1.2
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.5.1
1.5.2
1.5.3
1.5.4
1.5.
   12

2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
2.1.6
2.1.7
2.1.8
2.1.  
  12
2.2.1
2.2.2

4.1.5
4.1.6
4.1.7

General Course Objectives:
  1 Define the term masonry light             
    construction.
  2 List four basic forms in which concrete   
    is used.
  3 Explain the difference between plain      
    concrete, reinforced concrete, precast    
    concrete, and prestressed concrete.
PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS and CODES;
  1 Find information relating to masonry      
    from the site plan, foundation plan,      
    floor plan, elevations, sections, and     
    details.
  2 Add and subtract feet, inches, and        
    fractions of an inch.
  3 Add and subtract metric dimensions.
  4 Read dimensions from architectural        
    drawings.
  5 Explain drawing scale and identify the    
    different architectural scales.   
  6 Identify the various architectural        
    symbols and abbreviations.
SAFETY;
  1 Identify the agencies responsible for     
    the safety and health of construction     
    workers.
  2 List the rules for personal safety when   
    working with masonry.
  3 List the safety rules for the use of      
    portable power tools and for ladders and  
    scaffolds. 
  4 Demonstrate a positive safety attitude    
    by following the safety rules.
CONCRETE;
  1 List the four components of concrete.
  2 Describe how the components are combine   
    to form concrete.
  3 Identify the five types of concrete,      
    their uses and properties.
  4 Explain the advantages of air-entrained   
    concrete.
  5 Select the proper size of coarse          
    aggregate for a particular job.
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STANDARD                 COURSE OBJECTIVES         SCOPE/SEQUENCE

4.1.5

4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3
4.1.4

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4
4.2.5

3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.1.5

3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4

4.3.1
4.3.2

CONCRETE;
  6 Select the proper size of coarse          
    aggregate for a particular job.
  7 Perform a slump test on a concrete mix.
  8 Determine the amount of water necessary   
    to produce concrete of the proper slump   
    and strength.
DESIGN and LAYOUT;
  1 Describe what purpose building codes      
    serve.
  2 Describe what purpose each of the         
    following serves: footing, foundation     
    wall, pilaster, pier, slab, crawl space.
  3 List the five factors that must be        
    considered when designing a slab.
  4 Design the driveway, patio steps, and     
    walks for a residence once the house has  
    been located on the plot plan.
SITE PREPARATION and FOUNDATIONS;  
  1 Determine the setback and sideline        
    restrictions of a given piece of          
    property.
  2 Id by visual examination several          
    different types of soil samples.
  3 Describe the advantages and disadvantages 
    of each major type of soil.
  4 Lay out a building location from a        
    reference line.
  5 Establish elevation reference points.
  6 Determine the height of a finish grade.
  7 Determine the height of foundation walls  
    and the depth of the excavation needed.
  8 Determine the amount of back slope needed 
    for a given soil.
  9 Estimate the amount of earth to be        
    excavated for a building foundation on a  
    given lot .
FLATWORK SITE PREPARATION;
  1 Describe what conditions should exist in  
    the subgrade for flatwork.
  2 Prepare a subgrade for a sidewalk,        
    driveway, or a slab.
  3 Select the proper fill to be placed       
    beneath a slab.
  4 Compact and prepare the fill on the       
    subgrade.
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FLATWORK SITE PREPARATION;
  5 Explain why the subgrade and fill must be 
    uniformly damp before concrete is placed. 
  6 Schedule the installation of mechanical   
    lines before concrete floors are to be    
    poured.
  7 Explain how to tell when fill has the     
    proper moisture content for compaction.
  8 Describe the steps necessary for damp     
    proofing the grade beneath a basement     
    floor slab.
REINFORCEMENT;
  1 Describe why steel reinforcing is used in 
    concrete.
  2 Id various types and sizes of reinforcing 
    steel.
  3 Given the location of the load on a       
    reinforced concrete member, tell          
    where the reinforcing would be placed to  
    resist the load.
  4 List the condition under which a          
    residential floor slab should be          
    reinforced.
  5 Place reinforcement in footings,          
    foundation walls, and slabs.
  6 List the rules to be followed when using  
    reinforcing in concrete.
  7 Name accessories that are used with       
    reinforcing steel.
  8 Calculate the amount of lap necessary     
    when two pieces of reinforcing are tied   
    together.
FOOTINGS;
  9 Explain the necessity of footings and how 
    the bearing quality of the soil will      
    affect their size.
 10 Explain why footings should be below the  
    frost line.
 11 Give the general rule for the sizing of   
    footings.
 12 Properly size pier, post, and column      
    footings.
 13 Design a stepped footing for a sloping    
    lot.
 14 Estimate the amount of concrete and labor 
    necessary to pour footings for a          
    building.
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 15 Install footings and footing drains for a 
    building.
FOUNDATION WALLS;
  1 Give the minimum clear wall height for a  
    basement.
  2 Describe how concrete foundation walls    
    are damp proofed.
  3 List advantages and disadvantages of      
    crawl space.
  4 Describe how center beams are supported   
    in a crawl space.
  5 Give the rules of thumb that govern the   
    height of reinforced concrete piers for   
    center beams and for exterior wall beams.
  6 Explain why anchor bolts are used to      
    fasten sill plates in place.
  7 Describe the function of sill sealer.
  8 Describe where reinforcing should be used 
    in concrete foundation walls.
  9 Describe how brick veneer is supported by 
    concrete foundation walls.
 10 Explain the construction and purpose of   
    the wall notch or beam pocket.
 11 List methods of protecting a house from   
    insects.
 12 Calculate the material and labor          
    necessary for construction of a concrete  
    foundation.
FLATWORK;
  1 List the advantages of concrete floor     
    slabs.
  2 Name and describe two types of            
    construction for concrete floor slabs.
  3 Describe typical systems of construction  
    used for making independent slab and      
    foundation type slab.
  4 List the construction requirements of a   
    concrete floor slab.
  5 Reinforce and insulate concrete slabs.
  6 Mix, place, and finish concrete for a     
    floor slab.
  7 Fasten wall plates to a slab.
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STANDARD                 COURSE OBJECTIVES         SCOPE/SEQUENCE
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FLATWORK;
  8 Place expansion joints used in slabs,     
    driveways, and sidewalks.
  9 Calculate the amount of material and      
    labor needed for various types of         
    concrete flat work.
FORMS;
  1 List the purposes of concrete forms and   
    identify their various parts.
  2 List the elements of the building that    
    require forms and the materials used as   
    forms.
  3 Locate the position for footing forms and 
    install them.
  4 Explain the use, rules for placement of   
    step forms and install them.
  5 Describe what provisions are made for     
    openings or pockets in poured concrete    
    wall forms.
  6 Describe how wooden wall forms are built  
    and build them.
  7 Describe various ways of insulating       
    concrete walls.
  8 Describe how sandwich-poured insulated    
    walls are built.
  9 Describe two ways that curved slab forms  
    may be made and make them.
 10 Describe how permanent forms are set.
 11 Set various types of forms.
 12 Estimate the amount and cost of labor to  
    set various types of forms and the amount 
    of concrete necessary for a given job.
HANDLING and PLACING CONCRETE;
  1 List and describe the use of tools needed 
    for handling and placing concrete on      
    those jobs.
  2 Estimate the amount of labor, workers     
    and time, to handle and place concrete    
    under given conditions.
  3 Place, consolidate, tamp and strike-off   
    concrete for footings, wall forms, and    
    slabs.    
  4 Describe conditions that affect the       
    speed with which finishing operations     
    must be completed and identify when       
    concrete is ready for the various         
    operations.
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STANDARD                 COURSE OBJECTIVES         SCOPE/SEQUENCE

4.3.6
4.3.7

HANDLING and PLACING CONCRETE;
  5 Describe the need and procedures for      
    edging and demonstrate proper edging      
    technique.
  6 Describe the types, use and placement of  
    the various isolation and control         
    joints and utilize them.
FINISHING CONCRETE;
  1 Discuss the floating operation and the    
    various types of floats.
  2 Use the proper float for the floating     
    operations on flat work.
  3 Describe the operation and tools used for 
    troweling.
  4 Trowel concrete flatwork.
  5 Describe the four major methods of curing 
    concrete and the materials and compounds  
    used in the curing process.
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STANDARD                 COURSE OBJECTIVES         SCOPE/SEQUENCE
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CONCRETE and CLAY MASONRY UNITS and MORTAR;
  1 Identify and use the various mason’s      
    tools used in the laying of modular       
    units (concrete masonry and clay masonry  
    units.)
  2 Select and use the proper trowel for a    
    particular job.
  3 Use a level to level and plumb a masonry  
    wall.
  4 List and describe the use of tools for    
    mixing mortar.
  5 Describe the properties necessary for     
    various mortars.
  6 Read a mortar proportion table and use it 
    to setup the proportioning of ingredients 
    needed for a certain type of mortar.  
  7 Mix mortar by hand and machine.
  8 Discuss the time limitations and          
    retempering of mortar.
  9 List the three classifications of         
    concrete masonry units(CMU)and the types  
    of construction they are used in.
 10 List the classes and size of concrete     
    brick and block.
 11 Discuss the type of aggregates used in    
    CMU’s.
 12 Identify different types of CMU’s and the 
    grades in which they come.
 13 Explain the purpose of using metal truss  
    reinforcing in concrete block walls.
 14 Describe the use and construction of      
    common bond, stack bond walls and         
    pilasters.
 15 Name the three groups of clay masonry     
    units and list their characteristics and  
    the processes used to manufacture them.
 16 Identify the size of the thirteen         
    varieties of modular and the three        
    varieties of non-modular brick.
 17 Explain the purpose and use of flashing.
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BONDS and PATTERNS;
  1 Explain and identify the various          
    positions of a brick in a wall and the    
    difference between a wythe and a course.
  2 Explain the difference between structural 
    bond, pattern bond and mortar bond.
  3 Identify and layout the basic structural  
    bonds.
BRICKLAYING TECHNIQUES;
  1 Identify the various types of mortar      
    joint finishes and give the advantages    
    and disadvantages of each.
  2 Load a trowel and use it to spread        
    horizontal and vertical joints.
  3 Properly throw, trim and furrow the       
    mortar bed for laying block and brick.
  4 Construct a pyramid using CMU’s and clay  
    units.
  5 Lay a corner using CMU’s and clay units.
  6 Build a wall by connecting two corners    
    using CMU’s and clay units.
  7 Explain the use a construction of control 
    joints in block and brick walls.
  8 Estimate the materials to build various   
    structures from CMU’s and clay units and  
    the amount of labor needed to lay a given 
    wall. 
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STANDARD COURSE OBJECTIVES SCOPE/SEQUENCE
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WORKPLACE ETHICS;
      1 Develop personal work ethics through a vocational 
        experience.
      2 Describe the importance of ethics practiced in the 
         workplace.
      3 Demonstrate regular attendance, promptness and the 
         willingness to follow instructions and complete an 
         assigned task.
      4 Demonstrate appropriate personal and professional 
         attitudes and behaviors.
      5 Maintain a safe, clean and organized work area.
      6 Demonstrate awareness of legal responsibilities related to 
         individual performance, safety and customer satisfaction.
      7 Explain various types of harassment.
MANAGEMENT;
      1 Develop time schedules and prioritize tasks for job
         assignments.
      2 Students will identify the important resources needed at a 
         construction work site.
      3 Organize the material resources and space requirements

needed to complete construction projects.
      4 Effectively use technology at its highest level to complete 
         a job assignment.
      5 Demonstrate cooperation and leadership skills in the 
         school and/or work environments.
      6 Use effective time management skills.
      7 Recognize the need for management skills in the 
         workplace with regard to stress, anger management and 
         substance abuse.
CAREER PLANNING and DEVELOPMENT;

       1 Prepare a job application.
       2 Prepare a personal résumé.
       3 Complete a personal aptitude and interest inventory.
       4 Participate in a mock job interview.
       5 Establish short-term career goals.
       6 Establish long-term career goals.
       7 Use the Nevada Career Information System (NCIS) or a 
        similar computer-based program to research careers in a 
         chosen field.
       8 Participate in an organized job shadowing activity.
       9 Participate in a community service project.
     10 Construct a career portfolio.
     11 Adhere to workplace requirements, policies, and                   
             procedures.
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STANDARD COURSE OBJECTIVES SCOPE/SEQUENCE

8.9.1
8.9.2
8.9.3
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8.9.5
8.9.6

8.9.7

8.9.8

CAREER READINESS;
       1 Maintain an employment/career portfolio.    
       2 Explain strategies for balancing work and family roles.
       3 Demonstrate understanding of the need for lifelong.
         learning in a rapidly changing job market.
       4 Describe strategies to maintain employment in the face of     
           job reductions.
       5 Develop long-term career-planning strategies.
       6 Describe various educational options needed for job 
         retention.
       7 Model sound workplace ethics, such as, loyalty, punctuality 
            and initiative.
       8 Demonstrate interpersonal skills needed for job retention.
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